Reaction Path Following with Sparse Interpolation.
Computing the potential energy of an N-atom molecule is an expensive optimization process of 3N - 6 molecular coordinates, so following reaction pathways as a function of all 3N - 6 coordinates is unfeasible for large molecules. In this paper, we present a method that isolates d < 3N - 6 molecular coordinates and continuously follows reaction paths on d-dimensional potential energy surfaces approximated by a Smolyak's sparse grid interpolation algorithm.1 Compared to dense grids, sparse grids efficiently improve the ratio of invested storage and computing time to approximation accuracy and thus allow one to increase the number of coordinates d in molecular reaction path following simulations. Furthermore, evaluation of the interpolant is much less expensive than the evaluation of the actual energy function, so our technique offers a computationally efficient way to simulate reaction paths on ground and excited state potential energy surfaces. To demonstrate the capabilities of our method, we present simulation results for the isomerization of 2-butene with two, three, and six degrees of freedom.